Venus Bamboo Flooring
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Care & Maintenance Guidelines

Regular Maintenance
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Vacuum or sweep the ﬂoor on are gular basis to remove dirt,sand or grit.
For general cleaning,use BonaPro Hardwood Floor Cleaner and mop.
Fit furniture legs with felt tips or protective caps.
Pick up heavy furniture or appliances do not slide.
Keep pets nail strimmed to avoid excesss cratching.
Limit direct sunlight on floor by using curtains and blinds in areas that are exposed to high UV rays.
Maintain relative humidity between 40-60%.
Never wet-mop a hardwood ﬂoor; standing water may cause damage.
Avoid harsh cleaners,detergents,acrylic,wax,bleach or oil products.
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Use breathable,non-abrasive rugs in doorways and high traﬃc areas.
Avoid excess moisture; soak up spills immediately with a towel or mop.
Never use any of the following products on your floor: ammonia-based cleaners, acrylic finishes,
wax-based products, detergents, bleach, polishes, oil soap, abrasive cleaning soaps, or acidic
materials such as vinegar.
Use interior and exterior doormats at entrances to prevent dirt and moisture from being tracked
onto the floor. Area rugs are also recommended in front of kitchen sinks and in high traffic areas.

Follow these easy tips for touch ups...
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Finish Scratches-If the scratch is white,
Simply use a ﬂoor cleaner like BonaPro to
Eliminate the mark. If the scratch is deeper
But the raw wood is not exposed,light
buﬃng with a white polishing pad can shine
up the dull area.
Board Damage-A chip or gouge maybe
Minimized with a colored wax.Wood ﬁll

A Bamboo Friendly Environment
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Products like Color Rite Caulk and Mohawk Fill Sticks will reduce the look
Of deeper marks.For severe damage,board replacement is typically the
best option.

Keeping your internal environment “bamboo friendly” is important. Immediately after installation, the area should
be
well ventilated, occupied and protected from extreme sunlight and extreme swings of humidity and temperature.
Failure to provide such an environment can lead to fading, distortion of panels, excessive expansion / contraction (
gaps) or noisy floors that not covered by the product warranty.

